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THE SERPENT’S SECRET 

Sayantani DasGupta 

Scholastic 

Spring 2018 

Middle Grade Fiction 

 

MEET KIRANMALA: 

INTERDIMENSIONAL DEMON-SLAYER 

 

(But she doesn’t know it yet.) 

 

On the morning of her twelfth birthday, Kiranmala is 

just a regular sixth grader living in Parsippany, New 

Jersey… until her parents mysteriously vanish later 

that day and a rakkhosh demon slams through her 

kitchen, determined to eat her alive. Turns out there 

might be some truth to her parents’ fantastical 

stories—like how Kiranmala is a real Indian 

princess—and a wealth of secrets about her origin 

they've kept hidden. 

 

To complicate matters, two crush-worthy Indian 

princes ring her doorbell, insisting they’re here to 

rescue her. Suddenly, Kiran is swept into another 

dimension full of magic, winged horses, moving maps, 

and annoying, talking birds. There she must solve 

riddles and slay demons all while avoiding the Serpent 

King of the underworld (who may or may not want to kill her) and the 

rakkhosh queen (who definitely does) in order to find her parents and 

basically save New Jersey, her entire world, and everything beyond it… 

 

THE SERPENT’S SECRET is perfect for fans of Grace Lin, Soman 

Chainani, and Rick Riordan. The story celebrates the rich folkloric and 

mythic tradition of West Bengal, India.  

 

Rights sold: North American rights to Scholastic, in a six-house auction, in a six-
figure deal, in a two-book deal;  German rights to Carlsen, in a two-book deal; 
audiobook rights to Scholastic Audio. 

 

Sayantani DasGupta is a pediatrician by training but spends most of her 

time teaching at the Program in Narrative Medicine at Columbia University. 

When she’s not writing, Sayantani spends time with her family, is a team 

member of We Need Diverse Books, and can be found on Twitter 

@Sayantani16 and online at www.sayantanidasgupta.com.     

 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



 

 

 

THE FOREVER QUEEN 

Laura E. Weymouth 

HarperTeen 

Fall 2018 

Young Adult Fiction 

 

A queen crowned in the Woodlands is a queen forever. 

These are the words Evelyn Hapwell lives by. Six 

years ago, Evelyn was swept away to a strange and 

beautiful kingdom, where she ruled alongside her 

brother and sister for decades. But the Hapwell 

children were sent back to their old lives in our own 

world, and each day, Evelyn wakes up waiting to 

return to the Woodlands. As it becomes increasingly 

clear that there will be no triumphal home-going and 

that she is in fact a queen in exile, Evelyn struggles to 

come to terms with how to live in this world, and how 

to build a kingdom here. Foreign policy and governing 

a country are simple enough, but boys and boarding 

school and friends in post-war England are another 

matter entirely. 

 

Your sister's gone missing. Four words are all it takes 

to shatter Len Hapwell's self-imposed exile in 

America. After fleeing from the fight to keep Evelyn 

grounded in reality, Len returns to London to find her 

sister has vanished. Riddled with guilt over abandoning Ev, Len searches 

for answers while dealing with the fallout of Evelyn's disappearance. To 

uncover the truth of what happened to her sister, Len must confront how 

deeply troubled Evelyn really was, and the lengths she was willing to go to 

return to the kingdom of her heart. 

 

THE FOREVER QUEEN is a lyrical, mesmerizing debut YA fantasy for 

fans of THE RAVEN BOYS and THE MAGICIANS, perfect for YA and 

adult audiences alike. 

 

Rights sold: North American rights to HarperCollins, at auction, in a six-figure 
deal, in a two-book deal; U.K./Commonwealth rights to Chicken House Books, 
at auction; French rights to Pocket Jeunesse, in a pre-empt, in a two-book 
deal.  
 

Laura E. Weymouth is a full-time parent living in Upstate New York. 

When not writing, she spends her time raising poultry, chasing down two 

semi-feral daughters, and trying to convince her husband that a miniature 

cow would make an excellent family pet.    

 

 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



 

SEVEN DAYS OF STONE 

Dana Davis 

Harlequin Teen 

Spring 2018 

Young Adult Fiction 

 

16-year-old Tiffany Sly’s psyche was seriously 

damaged by the death of her mom. Now, she’s afraid 

just about anything and everything will lead to her 

imminent death. It doesn’t help that she’s being forced 

to leave Chicago behind to live with the biological 

father she’s never met before. But the day before she’s 

set to leave for California, another man shows up at 

Tiffany’s door, claiming he could be her biological 

father, too.  

 

When Tiffany arrives in California, her suspicions are 

confirmed. There’s no way Minor Stone is her 

biological father—with his blue eyes and curly hair, 

she looks nothing like him. And by the way he runs his 

household, with rules and curfews and dress codes, 

Tiffany is afraid of what being his daughter might 

mean for her future.  

 

But more than the family she’s probably not related to 

and doesn’t want to live with, Tiffany is especially 

afraid of the mysterious boy who lives next door: 

Marcus. 

 

After Tiffany discovers that Marcus has experienced her greatest fear of all, 

death, and even wrote a book about his time on the other side, she forms a 

friendship with him. And it is through their unlikely bond that Tiffany will 

find her way back to many things that were lost when her mother died, 

including her sense of real family. 

 

 Rights sold: World English rights to Harlequin, at auction. 
 

Dana Davis is an actress who lives and works in LA. She has starred in 

Heroes, Prom Night, Franklin & Bash, and 10 Things I Hate About You. 

Dana is a classically trained violinist and the founder of the Los Angeles 

based non-profit Culture for Kids LA, which provides inner city children 

free tickets and transportation to attend performing arts shows around LA 

county. 

 

 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



PERFECT TEN 
L. Philips 

Viking Children’s Books 

June 2017 

Young Adult Fiction 

 

Who is Sam Raines’s Perfect Ten? 

 

Two years ago, Sam broke up with the 

only other eligible gay guy in his high 

school, so there’s not much he can do 

about the ensuing romantic drought. 

But when Meg, his ex-Catholic Wiccan 

best friend, suggests performing a love 

spell, he is just desperate enough to try. 

He crafts a list of the ten traits he wants 

in a boyfriend and burns it in a 

cemetery at midnight on Friday the 

13th. 

 

Enter three seemingly perfect guys, all 

in pursuit of Sam. There's Gus, the 

suave French exchange student; Jamie, 

the sweet and shy artist; and Travis, the 

guitar-playing tattooed enigma. Even 

Sam's ex-boyfriend Landon might want 

another chance. 

 

But does a Perfect Ten even exist? Find 

out in this delectable coming-of-age 

romcom with just a touch of magic. 

 

"Perfect Ten is a smart, messy, complicated romance, full of swoony kisses 

and lie-on-the-floor heartbreak and unexpected twists of fate—just like love 

itself." –Katie Cotugno, New York Times bestselling author of How to Love 

and 99 Days 

 

Rights sold: World English rights to Penguin Random House; French rights to 
Castelmore; audiobook rights to Listening Library. 

 

L. Philips is a graduate of Ohio University in Athens, Ohio (where PERFECT 

TEN is set). She has degrees in both music education and library science and 

taught music for nine years before becoming a librarian. When she’s not writing, 

L. is walking in cemeteries, making crafts that never turn out right, and playing 

trains with her son. 
 

 

 



ALAN COLE IS NOT A COWARD 

Eric Bell 
Katherine Tegen Books 
September 2017 
Middle Grade Fiction 

 

Alan Cole is not a coward…is he? 

 

He can’t stand up to his cruel older brother, 

Nathan. He can’t escape the wrath of his 

demanding father, who thinks he’s about as 

exceptional as a goldfish. Scariest of all, he can’t 

let the cute boy across the cafeteria know he has 

a crush on him.  

 

But when Nathan discovers Alan’s secret, his 

older brother announces a high-stakes round of 

Cole vs. Cole. Each brother must complete seven 

nearly impossible tasks; whoever finishes the 

most wins the game. If Alan doesn’t want to be 

outed to all of Evergreen Middle School, he’s got 

to become the most well-known kid in school, 

get his first kiss, and stand up to Dad—and all 

with only the help of two friends even less cool 

than he is.  

 

Giving up is for cowards, and Alan’s determined 

to prove—to Nathan, to the world, to himself—

that this goldfish can learn to swim. May the best 

Cole win.  

 

"Above everything else you'll find in this novel—hilarious episodes, surprising 

twists, characters we recognize from our own lives, moments that move to tears, 

moments of tremendous courage that are even more tremendous because they are 

happening in middle school—above all of those things, remember this first: There 

are books in this world that show us why it matters that we become our truest 

selves. This is one of them." –Gary Schmidt, two-time Newbery Honor-winning 

author and National Book Award Finalist 

 
Rights sold: North American rights to HarperCollins, at auction, in a two-book deal, in 
a six-figure deal; German rights to Fischer, in a pre-empt; audiobook rights to Harper 
Audio. 
 

Eric Bell graduated from the Robert E. Cook Honors College, Indiana University of 

Pennsylvania, with a degree in Psychology and a minor in English. Once the other 

kids at recess began pretending to go on the adventures he came up with, he never 

stopped telling stories. When not writing middle grade, Eric dabbles in 

copywriting, voiceover work, and attending SCBWI events. You can find him 

online at iamericbell.com and on Twitter @IAmEricBell. 

 



 

 

SMOKE AND MIRRORS 

K.D. Halbrook 
Paula Wiseman Books 
Fall 2018 
Middle Grade Fiction 

 

Ten-year-old Sasha Brown is one of the more ordinary 

inhabitants of Cirque Magnifique, a circus with mystical 

tendencies residing on one-half of an island. Although she 

deeply loves her family, she struggles to love their home. The 

islanders—those non-quirky folk who live on the other half of 

the island—bully her and her brother for being cirque folk. 

 

One night during a cirque performance, Sasha snaps and 

questions why they can’t just live normal lives. Quickly 

thereafter, the Smoke, a dark and otherworldly force, rolls in 

to take over the cirque and its performers. Sasha’s sees her 

parents turn into birds and disappear into the Smoke. Sasha 

and Toddy wait for their parents to return, but when they 

don't, and the State starts looking into intervening and taking 

the kids away from the cirque, they decide to find the 

Magician responsible for the Smoke and get their parents 

back. 

 

So begins their travel to the end of the world. They’ll face 

many obstacles and challenges, including strange creatures, 

terrifying darkness, and their own weaknesses. But Sasha 

must discover the true force that can banish the Smoke for good, or else risk losing 

the only family she’s ever known forever. 

 

Rights sold: North American rights to Simon & Schuster. 
 

Kristin Halbrook is the author of the critically acclaimed YA novels NOBODY 

BUT US and EVERY LAST PROMISE, both from HarperTeen. She’s the co-

founder of the popular website YAHighway.com and lives with her family in 

Seattle. She can be found online at www.kristinhalbrook.com and on Twitter 

@KristinHalbrook. 

 

 

Kristin Halbrook’s foreign publishers include Ecus in China, Albin Michel in France, 
Heyne in Germany, and Vergara & Riba in Brazil!  
 

 

 

 
 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



THE DIMINISHED 
Kaitlyn Sage Patterson 

Harlequin Teen 

February 2018 

Young Adult Fiction 

The next hottest YA fantasy, from debut talent Kaitlyn 
Sage Patterson, about two teens who lead separate lives in 
an imperialistic world where everyone is born in pairs, 
and what happens when they join forces against a cruel 
system that breaks the backs of the indentured. 
 

Vi has always dreaded the violent mania that inevitably 

destroys everyone whose twin has died. She dreams of her 

escape from the grasp of the temple where she was 

abandoned. But just before her sixteenth birthday, Vi is sold 

as an indentured servant and sent across the sea to her new 

master, a cruel man who adds her to his collection of human 

oddities.    

 

Ambrose, one of the rare singleborn destined to vie for the 

throne, has never felt a part of the royal world, convinced 

something essential was missing from him. Discovering his 

identity as a singleborn is a lie constructed by his parents, he 

sets out to find his missing other half. His journey takes him 

away from the comforts and pressures of his rich home to the 

colonies, a land of heat and strange customs. He discovers his 

long lost twin a slave, embroiled in an underground rebellion against the brutal 

masters.    

 

Vi and Ambrose must learn how to join forces against the cruel system that breaks 

the backs of the indentured, and one day, the twisted religion that allows it.    

 

With sweeping, gorgeous prose in a fresh world YA fantasy has never seen before, 

THE DIMINISHED is perfect for fans of Sabaa Tahir, Tamora Pierce, and Leigh 

Bardugo. Book Two, the currently untitled sequel, is slated for publication in 

February 2019! 

 

Rights sold: World English rights to Harlequin in a two-book deal. 
 

 

Kaitlyn Sage Patterson graduated from the University of Tennessee with a BA in 

Creative Writing before pursuing her MFA in Creative Writing from the University 

of Memphis. She lives with her fiancé in Memphis, TN. You can find her online at 

www.kaitlynsagepatterson.com and on Twitter @realkaitlynsage. THE 

DIMINISHED is her debut novel.  

 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



 

 

500 WORDS OR LESS 

Juleah del Rosario 

Simon Pulse 

Fall 2018 

Young Adult Fiction 

 

Nic Chen refuses to spend her senior year branded as the 

girl who cheated on her charismatic and lovable boyfriend. 

To salvage her reputation, she starts helping her classmates 

with their college essays. She cheated on her boyfriend, but 

she wrote my college essay and now I’m going to Duke. 

 

The more essays she writes, the more in-demand her help 

becomes. These aren’t sweet, safe, slice-of-life essays. 

She’s writing about the emotionally raw moments that 

change and shape us. 

 

When someone threatens one of Nic’s secrets for the sake 

of sabotaging the star quarterback’s chance of getting into 

his dream school, Nic has to ask herself how far she’s 

willing to go for profit and prestige.  

 

500 WORDS OR LESS explores identity—the 

intersectionality of race, gender, and socioeconomics—in 

beautiful and thoughtful verse that will appeal to fans of 

Sonya Sones and Gayle Forman. 

 

 

Rights sold: World English rights to Simon & Schuster. 
 

In the writing of this novel, Juleah del Rosario drew from her experiences as a 

mixed-raced teen who identified as a person of color in a predominately white, 

affluent neighborhood of Seattle. She’s currently a Librarian and Assistant 

Professor at the University of Colorado Boulder. Follow her on Twitter 

@juleahwrites.  

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



EARTH TO DAD 
Krista Van Dolzer 

Sale pending 

Publication date pending  

Middle Grade Fiction 

 

Eleven-year-old Jameson O’Malley’s dad is on Mars. The 

only way to see him, other than squinting into the night sky, is 

through the Jicc, short for Jameson’s interplanetary 

communication console. He thought the Jicc would help 

shorten the millions of miles that stretch between Base Ripley 

and Mars, but Jameson is starting to realize no amount of 

transmissions can replace his real, actual father. 

When a new family moves onto Base Ripley, Jameson makes 

an unlikely friend in Astra Primm, daughter of the country’s 

leading climatologist—who died in an explosion on Mars.  

As Jameson notices the brokenness of Astra’s family, he 

begins to see the flaws in his own: Mom is growing distant, 

and something is wrong with Dad. He’s not sending 

transmissions as frequently as he used to, and when he does 

there are bags under his eyes. 

When an opportunity to sneak onto a spaceship to Mars 

presents itself, Jameson and Astra take it. They embark on a journey exploring life, 

death, and wonder—and learn that there is triumph in the face of tragedy.  

EARTH TO DAD is heartfelt middle grade science fiction crafted at the 

intersections of Rebecca Stead and Ali Benjamin. 

 

 

 

Krista Van Dolzer is a stay-at-home mom by day and a children's author by 

bedtime. She lives with her husband and three kids in Layton, Utah. She’s the 

author of THE SOUND OF LIFE AND EVERYTHING (G.P. Putnam's Sons 

Books for Young Readers, May 2015), and DON'T VOTE FOR ME (Sourcebooks 

Jabberwocky, August 2015). Her third book, DON’T SOLVE THE PUZZLE, sold 

at auction to Bloomsbury and publishes in Winter 2019 (the rights holder on this 

title is Bloomsbury). You can find her on Twitter @KristaVanDolzer and online at 

kristavandolzer.com.

 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



THE SOUND OF LIFE AND EVERYTHING 
Krista Van Dolzer 

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers 

May 2015 

Middle Grade Fiction 

 

Twelve-year-old Ella Mae Higbee is a sensible girl. She eats her vegetables and 

wants to be just like Sergeant Friday, her favorite character on Dragnet. So when 

her auntie Mildred starts spouting nonsense about a scientist who can bring her 

cousin back to life from blood on his dog tags, Ella Mae is skeptical—until he 

steps out of a bio-pod right before her eyes.   

 

But the boy is not her cousin—he’s Japanese. And in California in the wake of 

World War II, the Japanese are still feared and despised. When her aunt refuses to 

take responsibility, Ella Mae and her Mama take him home instead. Determined to 

do what’s right by her new friend, Ella Mae teaches Takuma English and defends 

him from the reverend’s talk of H-E-double-toothpicks. But when his memories 

start to resurface, Ella Mae learns some shocking truths about her own family and 

more importantly, what it means to love. 

 

"A remarkable effort that explores stereotypes, family, and friendships that 

transcend the 1950s." –Booklist 

 

Rights sold: North American rights to Penguin Random House.  
 

 

DON’T VOTE FOR ME 
Krista Van Dolzer 

Sourcebooks Jabberwocky 

August 2015 

Middle Grade Fiction 

 

Veronica rules the school. David's starting a revolution. It's class president election 

time, and no one is surprised when Veronica PritchardPratt is the only name on the 

list. She's the most popular girl in school, a social giant who rules the campaign 

every single year. David, for one, is sick of the tyranny-which he says. Out loud. 

When Veronica hears about this, she issues a public challenge to David. With his 

pride on the line, David accepts his fate and enters the race.    

 

But as the campaign wages on, and David and Veronica are also paired up for a 

spring musical recital, David learns this Goliath is more than just a social giantand 

maybe deserves to win more than he does... 

 

"A comic romp that's also an enlightening quest for increased awareness and 

self-understanding." –Kirkus 

 

Rights sold: North American rights to Sourcebooks.  

Krista Van Dolzer’s Backlist  



 

THE AWKWARD PATH TO GETTING LUCKY 
Summer Heacock 

MIRA Books 

July 2017 

Women’s Fiction 

 

A hilarious, moving debut novel about a cupcake shop 

owner with a physical ailment that's kept her from having 

sex for two years, and the desperate antics that ensue as 

she tries to overcome it. 

 

Having sex wasn’t a big priority while Kat Carmichael’s 

successful cupcake shop was taking off. But when she realizes 

that it’s been nearly two years since she and her boyfriend, 

Ryan, have been intimate, she makes a pact to break her dry 

spell—and cure her vaginismus, a muscular condition that 

makes sex physically impossible.   

 

Out of guilt, Kat calls for a break in her relationship with 

Ryan, so that he can see other people while she attempts to fix 

the issue on her own. She throws herself into physical 

therapy, but soon discovers her solo mission is more 

complicated than she anticipated. Fortunately, Ben Cleary, the 

shop's best (looking) customer, is also a physical therapist, 

and volunteers to help out.    

 

As time goes on, however, the boundaries Ben and Kat have set between friendship 

and love quickly become blurred, leaving her more confused than ever about what 

to hang on to and what to let go. 

   

THE AWKWARD PATH TO GETTING LUCKY is contemporary women’s 

fiction perfect for fans of Jennifer Weiner, Sophie Kinsella, Helen Fielding, and 

Emily Griffin.    

 

Rights sold: World English rights to Harlequin.  
 

 

 

 

Summer Heacock is a stay-at-home mother of two and member of the Midwest 

Writer’s Workshop Planning Committee. She lives with her family in Lebanon, IN 

and can be found interacting with her followers on her popular blog fizzygrrl.com 

or on Twitter @fizzygrrl. 

 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set in England 1907, IMPOSSIBLE SAINTS burns as 

bright as the suffrage movement it covers, with the 

emotional resonance of Tracy Chevalier and Jennifer 

Robson.   

 

Escaping the constraints of life as a village schoolmistress, 

Lilia Brooke bursts into London and into Paul Harris’s 

orderly life, shattering his belief that women are gentle 

creatures who need protection. Lilia wants to change 

women’s lives by advocating for the vote, free unions, and 

contraception. Paul, an Anglican priest, has a big ambition 

of his own: to become the youngest dean of St. John’s 

Cathedral. Lilia doesn’t believe in God, but she’s attracted 

to Paul’s intellect, ethics, and dazzling smile.  

 

As Paul is increasingly driven to rise in the church, Lilia 

finds her calling in the militant Women’s Social and 

Political Union. They can’t deny their attraction, but they 

know they don’t belong in each other’s worlds. Lilia would 

rather destroy property and serve time in prison than see her spirit destroyed 

and imprisoned by marriage to a clergyman. Paul and Lilia must reach their 

breaking points before they can decide whether their love is worth fighting for.  

 

“Impossible Saints is a tale about passion, putting your life on the line for what 

you believe in, and sometimes being blindsided by the urge to compromise. 

This book is so readable the pages practically turn themselves. Make yourself a 

cup of tea and cancel all your appointments - once you start reading this novel 

you won't want to stop.” –Elizabeth LaBan, author of The Restaurant Critic’s 

Wife and Pretty Little World  

 

Rights sold: World English rights to Pegasus Books. 
 

Clarissa Harwood holds a PhD in English Literature with a specialization in 

Nineteenth-Century British Literature. She teaches Major British Authors, The 

Novel, and Children’s Literature at Western University (London, Ontario, 

Canada). Clarissa is a member of the Historical Novel Society and the London 

Writers Society.

IMPOSSIBLE SAINTS 
Clarissa Harwood 

Pegasus Books 

Winter 2018 

Historical Fiction 

 

Cover Art 

Coming Soon 



 

 

TAG, YOU’RE DEAD 
J.C. Lane 

Poisoned Pen Press 

July 2016 

Young Adult Fiction 

 

Person of Interest meets A Clockwork Orange in this 

novel about six teenagers who play Tag in present-day 

Chicago, with a twist from the childhood version…if 

you get tagged, you're dead.  

 
When six teenagers play Tag in present-day Chicago, 

there’s a twist from the childhood version…if you get 

Tagged, you’re Dead. The three “Its” have their reasons 

for buying a place in the Game: surgically-enhanced 

debutante Brandy is dying to destroy a naturally beautiful 

girl; uncoordinated Robin desires his target’s position on 

the school basketball team; and brainiac Charles craves a 

battle against an intellectual equal. Laura, William, and 

Amanda, three handpicked innocents forced to play as 

“Runners,” want only one thing…to survive. From the 

moment the Runners receive word to “Go,” the Game 

rockets them along separate paths throughout one of the 

nation’s largest cities, from the El to Michigan Avenue to 

the Lincoln Park Zoo. The Runners’ coordinates are 

transmitted to the Its every half hour. They must plan 

circuitous routes, for if they head directly to their Home 

Bases, they’ll run straight into their opponents’ 

murderous arms. There is no time to rest, and there is no room for hesitation. The 

Game will not end until someone is Tagged, so the Runners must choose how to 

play: accept death, murder their Its, or outsmart the Referee so that everyone 

survives.   

 

➢ 2017 Agatha Award Finalist!  

 

Rights sold: World English rights to Poisoned Pen Press; Turkish rights to Bilgi, at 
auction; audiobook rights to Blackstone Audio.   

 
 

J.C. Nelson is the pen name of mystery author Judy Clemens. She has lived in 

seven states and decided to settle in the beautiful farmland of Ohio. She has been 

nominated for the Anthony and Agatha awards, and is the immediate past president 

of Sisters in Crime. She has two children, is married to a soccer coach, and lives in 

a farmhouse that is constantly being renovated. Learn more about her at 

www.judyclemens.com.



THE HEMINGWAY THIEF 
Shaun Harris 

Seventh Street Books 

July 2016 

Mystery/Suspense Fiction 

 

Perfect for fans of Carl Hiaasen, this debut novel 

follows a novelist seeking refuge in Mexico's badlands 

who finds a never-before-seen draft of A Moveable 

Feast that reveals the desperate lengths Hemingway 

underwent to get published.  

 

Novelist Henry “Coop” Cooper is contemplating a new 

book between sipping rum and lounging on a Baja beach 

with hotel owner Grady Doyle. When Grady tries to save 

a drunk from two thugs, Coop tags along for the sake of a 

good story. The drunk is Ebbie Milch, a small-time thief 

on the run in Mexico because he has stolen the never-

beforeseen first draft of Ernest Hemingway’s A Moveable 

Feast from a wealthy rare book dealer.   

 

The stolen manuscript is more than just a rare piece of 

literary history. It reveals clues to an even bigger prize: 

the location of a suitcase the young, unpublished 

Hemingway lost in Paris in 1922. A year’s worth of his 

stories had vanished, never to be seen again. Until now.   

 

But Coop and Grady aren’t the only ones with their eyes on this elusive literary 

prize, and what starts as a hunt for a legendary writer’s lost works becomes a 

deadly adventure. For Coop this story could become the book of a lifetime . . . if he 

lives long enough to write it. 

 

“[A] stellar debut…. Filled with charming pop-culture references, this deft 

caper novel is by turns laugh-out-loud funny and poignant.” —Publishers 

Weekly STARRED REVIEW   

 

Rights sold: North American rights to Seventh Street/Prometheus; audiobook rights 
to Tantor Audio, at auction; Turkish rights to Paris Yayinari; film/TV rights optioned 
by Scott/Burns Productions.  
 

 

Shaun Harris is a stay-at-home dad, film geek, and Notre Dame football obsessive, 

where he graduated with degrees in film and American studies. He lives in 

Wisconsin with his wife and two kids. THE HEMINGWAY THIEF is his debut 

novel. You can visit him online at shaunharrisauthor.com.  



THE SMART GIRL’S GUIDE TO 

POLYAMORY 
Dedeker Winston 

Skyhorse 

February 2017 

Non-Fiction 

 

A comprehensive guide that will educate and empower 

women in creating loving, healthy, and satisfying 

relationships.  

 

No one likes a know-it-all, but everyone loves a girl with 

brains and heart. The Smart Girl's Guide to Polyamory is 

an intelligent and comprehensive guide to polyamory, 

open relationships, and other forms of alternative love, 

offering relationship advice radically different from 

anything you'll find on the magazine rack. 

 

This practical guidebook will help women break free of 

the mold of traditional monogamy, without the constraints 

of jealousy, possessiveness, insecurity, and competition. 

The Smart Girl's Guide to Polyamory incorporates 

interviews and real-world advice from women of all ages 

in nontraditional relationships, as well as exercises for 

building self-awareness, confidence in communication, 

and strategies for managing and eliminating jealousy. If you're curious about 

exploring group sex, opening up your current monogamous relationship, or ready to 

“come out” as polyamorous, this book covers it all! 

 

Whether you're a seasoned graduate, a timid freshman, or somewhere in between, 

you'll learn how to discover and craft unique relationships that are healthy, happy, 

sexy, and tailor-made for you. Because when it comes to your love life, being a 

know-it-all is actually a great thing to be. 

 

 
Rights sold: World English rights to Skyhorse.   
 

 

Dedeker Winston was raised to be a wholesome, born-again Christian Republican 

but later opted to be a sex-positive polyamory activist, relationship coach, reality-

TV celebrity, and nude model. She currently provides one-on-one coaching 

services for people transitioning into non-monogamy. When she isn't coaching, 

writing, modeling, or spending time with her multiple partners, she enjoys 

backpacking around the globe, playing video games, and obsessively applying 

chapstick. She resides in Paradise, California. Find her online at 

www.dedekerwinston.com and on Twitter @DedekerWinston.



PLANTS YOU CAN’T KILL 
Stacy Tornio 

Skyhorse 

February 2017 

Non-Fiction 

 

Does this sound like you or someone you 
know? Give yourself a pat on the back because 
admitting you have a problem is the first step 
to recovery. And lucky for you, you can easily 
turn your brown thumb into a green one with 
the help of Plants You Can’t Kill. 
 
Seriously—it doesn’t matter how many plants 
you’ve killed in gardens past. It’s time to put 
those experiences behind you and finally grow 
something in your empty and bare spots. This is 
the only gardening book you’ll ever need with 
more than 100 plant picks for every situation. You 
want veggies? We have ’em. You need to fill a 
big space? We have shrub ideas for you. You just 
want something pretty? We have plenty of that, as 
well. 
 
The plants in Plants You Can’t Kill have been 
vetted by an amazing and famous panel of 
horticulture experts (this is just a fancy way of 
saying they went to college for gardening), so feel 
confident you’re not wasting money on yet 

another gardening book. These plants will actually survive your well-meaning, yet 
sometimes neglectful ways. 
 
Ready for the most resilient, hardcore, badass list of plants known to gardeners? 
Find them and grow them with the help of Plants You Can’t Kill. 
 

 
Rights sold: World English rights to Skyhorse.   

 
 

Stacy Tornio love of nature shows itself in all aspects of her life. She is the editor 

of Birds & Blooms magazine, and is a master gardener in Milwaukee where she 

teaches youth gardening classes in the community. Stacy enjoys watching her two 

children explore nature in their own backyard and beyond. 

 

 

Stacy Tornio’s foreign publishers include Nail Kitabevi in Turkey, Posts & 
Telecommunications Press, and Publishing House of Electronics Industry in China! 



 
THE SECRET LIVES OF ANIMALS 
Stacy Tornio and Ken Keffer 

Falcon Guides/Rowman & Littlefield 

October 2015 

Non-Fiction 

 

The Secret Lives of Animals is the perfect mix of field guide know-how 

and armchair entertainment. In addition to the standard field guide notes 

and range maps, the meat of the book will offer up “spark moments” in 

nature—something fascinating or memorable that catches your attention 

and sets you on a path of lifelong learning. The Secret Lives of Animals 

will feature more than 100 North American animals and over 1,000 tidbits 

in a fun, colorful, illustrated format. 

 

 

THE TRUTH ABOUT NATURE 

Stacy Tornio and Ken Keffer 

Falcon Guides/Rowman & Littlefield 

October 2014 

Non-Fiction 

 

This useful compendium for parents and children to read together sets the 

record straight on nature myths once and for all. It breaks down 144 

everyday nature myths, identifying how true the myth really is, with the 

book’s unique “myth scale” (level 1 being somewhat true to level 3 being 

a complete myth). Organized by season and covering facts that are so 

strange they must simply be false (but they’re true!), this interactive 

guidebook also offers readers the chance to do their own science 

experiments to bust a few myths on their own. 

 

THE KIDS’ OUTDOOR ADVENTURE BOOK 
Stacy Tornio and Ken Keffer 

Falcon Guides/Rowman & Littlefield 

April 2013  

Non-Fiction 

 

The Kids' Outdoor Adventure Book includes 448 things to do in nature for 

kids of all ages--more than one activity for every single day of the year. 

Each of the year's four seasons includes fifty checklist items, fifty 

challenge items, three each of projects, destinations, garden recipes, and 

outdoor games. Complete with whimsical, vibrant illustrations, this book 

is a must for parents and their kids. 

 

 
Rights to the series have sold: World English rights to Falcon Guides; 
Turkish rights to Nail Kitabevi; Simplified Chinese rights sold to Posts & 
Telecommunications Press and Publishing House of Electronics Industry. 

Stacy Tornio’s Backlist  



COVERT: MY YEARS INFILTRATING 

THE MOB 
Bob Delaney 

Sterling 

October 2009 

Non-Fiction 

 

Covert is the true-life thriller about Bob 

Delaney, former elite NBA referee and the 

league’s current Vice President Referee 

Operations. The book follows Delaney's early 

life as a young New Jersey State Trooper, when 

he was sent undercover in a perilous FBI/New 

Jersey State Police sting operation in 1975 

aimed at infiltrating the Genovese Family and 

ending its control of the New Jersey waterfront. 

 

Soon after joining the New Jersey State Police, 

Delaney was offered a tantalizing undercover 

assignment: to infiltrate the Mob. And so he 

became Bobby Covert, the president of Alamo 

Trucking, a fully-operational business created by 

law enforcement to lure Mafioso. While wearing a 

wire, Delaney dealt daily with mobsters who 

modeled themselves after their on-screen 

counterparts in the box office hit, The Godfather, 

and even crossed paths with Joe Pistone, the real-

life Donnie Brasco. After three tense years playing 

a role in which a single slip could have cost him his life, Delaney had gathered 

enough evidence to help convict more than 30 members of the Genovese and Bruno 

crime families in the landmark investigation dubbed Project Alpha. Struggling with 

Post-Traumatic Stress from the strain of his undercover life, Delaney began 

officiating high school and intramural basketball games as a way to rebuild his life, 

eventually working his way up to the NBA as one of the league’s best officials for 

a quarter century. This is his amazing true story. 

 

“Fascinating...a must-read...” – Publishers Weekly STARRED REVIEW 

 

Rights sold: World English rights to Sterling; film rights to Appledown Films.  

 

 Backlist Highlight  



Critical Acclaim 

“Delaney’s story. . . becomes more intense than overtime in the playoffs.” – Boston Globe 

“Delaney’s heroic performance during his perilous assignment represents the finest traditions of the 

New Jersey State Police. My father, the first superintendent of the New Jersey State Police 

Department, would have been proud of him.” – General H. Norman Schwarzkopf, U.S. Army (ret.) 

“Fascinating...a must-read...” – Publishers Weekly STARRED REVIEW 

“A slam dunk, a bull’s eye and any other glowing mafia or basketball metaphor you can think 

of.” – Kirkus 

Film rights optioned  

 

Sold 40,000 copies in the U.S.  

 

Published to critical acclaim  

 

Featured on ESPN, NPR and CNN  

 

A USA Today Best Book of the Year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bob Delaney is Vice President NBA Referee Operations, after a distinguished, 25-year career as one of the 

league’s most respected officials. He has received an array of prestigious honors: the Basketball Hall of 

Fame Human Spirit Award, President Obama’s Volunteer Service Award, the U.S. Army’s Outstanding 

Civilian Service Medal (from numerous trips to Iraq and Afghanistan to help counsel troops) and the 

National Association of Sports Officials Gold Whistle Award. He will be inducted into the National 

Organized Crime and Law Enforcement Museum in July 2016 and is even a member of the Dick Tracy 

Hall of Fame, honoring crimefighters.  

 

 

 


